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PROPOSAL FOR:

HOUSING GOALS, STRATEGIES, TOOLKIT
AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Prepared for
the City of Fitchburg
July 17, 2017

July 17, 2017
Michael Zimmerman, Economic Development Director
City of Fitchburg
5520 Lacy Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Re:

Proposal for Housing Goals, Strategies, Toolkit and Implementation Plan

Dear Mike:
We recognize that the City has been thinking and talking for several years about the need for a more coherent set of
policies and tools to guide changes in the local housing market. With the closure of TID 7, the City has the opportunity
to use “bonus year” TIF revenue to make a plan. Additionally, the City has the promise of more funds by similar means
in the future to fund programs that will support a balanced, healthy housing market in the City. This plan will be your
playbook for guiding housing investment in Fitchburg.
MSA Professional Services, Inc. (MSA) has a strong history conducting housing studies across Wisconsin. From our
customized and specialized housing plans and studies (Stevens Point, Marshfield, Monona, Arcadia), to our various
Analyses of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice (La Crosse, Madison, Beloit, Oshkosh) and multi-sector market studies
that include housing components (Platteville, Green Lake, Ripon), MSA has demonstrated the ability to diagnose the
health of housing markets and craft strategies to improve the long-term viability of a community’s housing stock.
We invite you to browse our recently-completed Housing Study for the City of Stevens Point, especially Chapter 4 Recommendations (pages 69-84). A copy of this study is provided with our proposal.
We have also invited to the MSA team Melissa Huggins of Urban Assets, LLC. Melissa brings a history of work with
housing developers to secure funding and entitlements, experience that we want at the table throughout the planning
process. That experience, combined with MSA’s housing studies and planning projects throughout the region gives our
team a rich understanding of the Dane County housing market.
We see two critical ingredients to the success of this project: stakeholder engagement and fact-based discussions
about housing supply, demand and development. The various stakeholders include homeowners, renters, developers,
lenders, realtors, elected officials and City staff. We strongly endorse your idea of discussion sessions with developers
who have completed specific projects in the City. And we anticipate debate about the appropriate mix of unit types and
price points, both across the City and within neighborhoods.
Our scope is designed to foster those discussions, to expose stakeholders to different perspectives on the housing
market and help reach consensus about housing policy in Fitchburg. Our team will collaborate with you to talk to the
right people to enable a well-informed statement of needs and plan of attack.
I am happy to answer any questions or provide additional information about our capacities. Please feel free to contact
me directly at (608) 242-6629 or jvalerius@msa-ps.com.
Sincerely,
MSA Professional Services, Inc.

Jason Valerius, AICP
Project Manager

MSA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
2901 International Lane, Suite 300, Madison, WI 53704
Contact:
Phone:		
Email:
Website:

Jason Valerius, AICP
(608) 242-7779
jvalerius@msa-ps.com
www.msa-ps.com
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FIRM OVERVIEW
MSA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

168

325 TEAM MEMBERS

LICENSED + CERTIFIED
PROFESSIONALS
(PE, AIA, PG, PLS, PH, SE, EIT, MA
LEED® AP, AICP, CFM, GISP, CPG,
DES, PTOE, TSP, GIT, CNU-A, PLA)

ZWEIG 2017 & 2015

“BEST FIRMS TO WORK FOR”

48

INDUSTRY AWARDS
EARNED SINCE 2010

HONOREE

SURVEYING

FUNDING

PLANNING

1962

ENVIRONMENTAL

94.95

ARCHITECTURE

PERCENTAGE OF CLIENTS
WHO TOLD US WE’VE
MET OR EXCEEDED THEIR
EXPECTATIONS IN THE LAST
YEAR

ENGINEERING

“ENABLING PEOPLE TO POSITIVELY
IMPACT THE LIVES OF OTHERS” SINCE

$500 million

100%
EMPLOYEE OWNED

(and counting)

GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS WE’VE HELPED
OUR CLIENTS SECURE TO OFFSET THE COST OF
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
MSA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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FIRM OVERVIEW
MSA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Corporate Overview
As a full-service consulting firm, MSA Professional Services (MSA) is all about creating communities that work. We partner with clients
to help solve today’s complex and multi-faceted infrastructure challenges and improve the quality of neighborhoods. Our focus is to
provide exceptional professional services that build strong communities where we live, work and play.
MSA’s roots reach back to the 1930s. Once a rural land survey company, our firm now consists of approximately 325 engineers,
architects, planners, funding experts, surveyors, GIS experts and environmental scientists. MSA excels at helping clients identify grant
and funding sources and then delivering high quality, cost-effective solutions. Based in 16 offices across six states, our technical teams
collaborate to assist communities throughout the United States.

YOUR SUCCESS MATTERS.
Client Service Quality Assurance Program
Our firm constantly strives to improve our processes and tailor the services we
provide to best suit each of our clients. As part of our ongoing quality assurance
program, we periodically request feedback from clients and project stakeholders
to create better project outcomes for you.
These easy-to-complete surveys offer you the opportunity to comment on
several areas of our performance throughout the duration of your project,
which in turn helps us adapt our processes to your unique needs. Your feedback
is specific to your project, and is returned directly to the people working with
you. We pledge to respond to any issues you identify as the project proceeds.
Unlike any survey you’ve ever taken before, your response will initiate specific
improvement for you and your project. To fully demonstrate this program,
you will soon receive a survey requesting your feedback on our ability to meet
your expectations throughout the proposal process. We hope you’ll take a few
minutes to respond, experience the process first-hand, and see how we followup to your feedback.
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How it will work during your project:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The project manager or another
team member asks for your feedback
electronically.
You respond to a six-eight question, twothree minute survey.
Your response is immediately routed to
the project team via email.
If any of your responses indicate
exceptional performance or a problem,
someone on the project team will followup and discuss ways to either improve
the process, or make sure we continue
to provide the level of service you desire.
We document any process changes and
communicate them to the project team
and back to you.

FIRM OVERVIEW
URBAN ASSETS

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Urban Assets’ mission based approach to planning is evident
in our work with area non-profits. We have provided project
management for new facility development initiatives for
important community service organizations such as Red Caboose
Day Care Center, One City Early Learning Centers and Domestic
Abuse Intervention Services (DAIS).

Urban Assets is a woman-owned Madison-based consulting firm
(WBE/DBE) operating since 2009. The firm provides clients with
the vision and expertise necessary to accomplish challenging
planning projects through a customized, collaborative process.
Urban Assets provides services to municipal, private and nonprofit clients on projects ranging from neighborhood plans to
neighborhood engagement strategies and city approvals to the
planning and development of new facilities. The firm’s approach
is based on the belief that planning should be grounded in
inclusive, creative and comprehensive public engagement, and
fully embraces the commitment to engage diverse communities
and historically underrepresented interests.

Urban Assets centers its approach to every project on strong,
neighborhood-based community engagement and capacity
building, as well as a keen understanding of the political and
regulatory realities of development. Led by planners who excel at
implementing strategies that build community buy-in, the firm’s
planning and engagement processes help ensure a successful
outcome.

Urban Assets offers strong experience with planning and
development projects. In addition to collaborating with public
agencies and consultants on high-profile projects such as the
2012 Judge Doyle Square Master Plan, the firm works with private
sector clients to accomplish development projects. Recent
projects under this umbrella include 8Twenty Park Street, the first
affordable multi-family housing development planned for the
downtown area since 2012, and Uncommon Madison, a multifamily development adjacent to the UW Madison Campus. Urban
Assets led the public engagement and city entitlement processes
for both projects resulting in city approvals and neighborhood
support. Ongoing projects include 2230 West Broadway, an
affordable housing project being developed by Movin’ Out and
Mirus Partners LLC as well as the redevelopment of the 700 East
Johnson, a market rate mixed-use project being developed by
Palisade Properties.
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PROJECT TEAM
Jason Valerius, AICP
Senior Planner | Team Leader

EDUCATION

M.S., Architecture and Urban Planning
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
B.A., Government/Psychology
Lawrence University, Appleton, WI

AFFILIATIONS

American Institute of Certified Planners

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

•
•
•
•
•

Housing Analyses
Development and Redevelopment
Planning
Sustainable Urban Design
Comprehensive Planning
Public Engagement and Meeting
Facilitation

Mr. Valerius has more than 15 years community planning and design experience
in public, nonprofit and academic settings. This includes comprehensive and
neighborhood planning, zoning code creation, design standards and guidelines for
municipalities and private developments, real estate development planning, housing
and multi-sector market studies and municipal redevelopment planning in a variety
of urban and rural Midwest communities. Jason’s background in both architecture
and planning allows him to effectively develop standards and regulatory tools that
guide community design, including form-based ordinances, design guidelines, and
design standards implemented with planning unit developments.

SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing Study, Stevens Point, WI
Strategic Housing Plan, Marshfield, WI
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, Superior, WI
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, Madison, WI
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, Oshkosh, WI
Fair Housing Outreach and Education, Beloit, WI
Strategic Housing Plan, Monona, WI
Blight Studies, Madison, WI
Housing Study, Arcadia, WI
Arrowhead Redevelopment Plan, Fitchburg, WI
Anton Drive Plan, Fitchburg, WI
Historic Courthouse Redevelopment Plan, Green Lake, WI
Downtown Revitalization Plan, Platteville, WI
Parmenter Neighborhood Plan, Middleton, WI
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PROJECT TEAM
Becky Binz, AICP
Project Planner

EDUCATION

M.S., Urban and Regional Planning
University of Wisconsin-Madison
B.A., Economics and Spanish
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

CERTIFICATIONS

American Institute of Certified Planners

AFFILIATIONS

Member, American Planning Association

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Participation
Comprehensive Planning
Park and Open Space Planning
Housing and Community Development
Data Collection and Analysis
Grant Proposal Writing

Ms. Binz is a project planner experienced in a wide variety of community
planning projects including Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans (CORPs),
Comprehensive Plans, housing studies, grant writing, and river corridor planning.
Her project management experience includes housing plans and studies, a
neighborhood plan health impact assessment, outreach and education specialist
for the Rock River Stormwater Group and outdoor recreation plans.

SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
City of Superior Consolidated Plan, Superior, WI
Developed Consolidated Plan which identifies housing and community
development priorities and facilitated meetings.
Stevens Point Housing Study, Stephens Point, WI
Analyzed housing supply, demand, other issues and housing supply gaps. Assisted
with recommendations to address each housing supply gap with one or more
city-initiated strategies to close the gap.
Stratford Economic Development Brochure, Stratford, WI
Compiled a short magazine style, illustrative economic development brochure
for the Village containing community background, market profile, retail and
housing market analysis, land use, development opportunities and economic
development incentives.
Various Grant Writing, West Baraboo, WI
Authored grants that secured funding to implement recommendations from the
Baraboo River Corridor Plan.
Madison Darbo-Worthington-Starkweather Neighborhood Plan Health Impact
Analysis, Madison, WI
Responsible for synthesizing data on various health characteristics in
the neighborhood, evaluating the likely impact of neighborhood plan
recommendations on selected health measures within the neighborhood, offering
strategies to manage adverse health impacts and maximize health benefits and
facilitating meetings.
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PROJECT TEAM
Melissa Huggins, AICP
Principal Planner

EDUCATION

M.A., Planning,
UCLA Graduate School of
Architecture and Urban Planning,
B.A., Magna Cum Laude
Amherst College

CERTIFICATIONS &
AFFILICATIONS

American Institute of Certified Planners
WHEDA Affordable Housing
Development Certification
American Planning Association
+ WI Chapter
Congress for the New Urbanism

As the founding principal of Urban Assets LLC, Ms. Huggins has more than 18 years
of experience in urban planning, revitalization, public participation and project
management. Her expertise lies in master planning, redevelopment strategies,
neighborhood plans, development approvals and strategic facility planning.
She believes a robust and innovative public participation process provides the
opportunity to identify new ideas and assets, build civic capacity, educate, and lay
the foundation for successful implementation. She is a skilled meeting facilitator and
translator among diverse constituencies, and excels at guiding public involvement
processes that build trust and community understanding.
Ms. Huggins has lived and worked in Dane County for 20 years and her keen
understanding of community relationships, stakeholder expectations and project
organization helps drive projects to the highest levels of success. A creative and
strategic thinker, Ms. Huggins enjoys the ever-changing challenges that urban
planning and public engagement present.

SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Ms. Huggins has managed the planning and development of non-profit facilities and
facilitated the city and neighborhood approvals for development projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red Caboose Day Care Center, Inc. New Facility Development (On-going)
Domestic Abuse Intervention Services New Facility Development
West Place, The Livesey Company (On-going)
2230 West Broadway, Movin’ Out and Mirus Partners
8Twenty Park, JTKlein
The Uncommon, CAVentures
4103 – 4119 Portage Road, TWall Enterprises

SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS
Ms. Huggins’s experience includes working with the public and the private sectors,
grass roots organizations and major institutions such as the University of Wisconsin
and Meriter Hospital. Her community involvement includes:
•
•
•

Dane County Housing Authority (current)
Downtown Madison Inc. Board (current)
City of Madison Urban Design Commission (5 years)
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WORK PLAN
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
The purpose of this project is to describe gaps in the local housing
market (based mostly on existing studies completed over the past
few years) and recommend proactive strategies and tools to close
those gaps. Affordability is a critical concern, across all housing
types, and so we will be exploring that topic in particular, to
evaluate the cost structure of supply, the income profile of demand
households, the balance between affordability and quality, funding
sources to close affordability gaps, etc.

We define success for this project as adoption of a set of policies
and implementation strategies that staff and elected officials can
use confidently to guide housing investment in Fitchburg. While
we should not expect this plan to eliminate future debate about
proposed housing projects or public funding support for certain
housing types, this plan should inform those debates and reduce
uncertainty for decision-makers.

TECHNICAL APPROACH TO PROJECT
PROCESS

This study will be comprised of three basic activities.

1. Review and Summary of Housing Needs, Gaps and

Economics in the City
Data sources for this project will include:
• Completed studies listed in the Request for Proposal
• U.S. Census, City building permit data, and real estate
sales records, to confirm or qualify key findings of
earlier studies
• Stakeholder Interviews
• Current City ordinances and fee schedules

2. Stakeholder Input

There are many important stakeholders in this process. Our
approach to working with each follows.
City Staff
We anticipate a collaboration with Fitchburg Economic
Development staff to help us find data, identify key
stakeholders, arrange meetings and review draft plan
content.
City Boards and Committees
We anticipate that the Community and Economic
Development Authority (CEDA) will be our primary sounding
board during this project, as the entity most likely to take
on responsibility to manage implementation of this plan. We
also anticipate the opportunity to consult with the Housing
Advisory Task Force, the Plan Commission and the Common
Council.
Interviews and Focus Groups
In all of our housing work, we learn a great deal from direct
conversations with local “experts,” people who work in and

know various aspects of the local housing market. We can do
these as one-on-one and small group meetings. We would
like to speak with:
• Developers
• Builders
• Realtors
• Lenders
• Landlords
• Local advocates for fair and affordable housing, if
present
• City Staff (planning, code enforcement)
Fitchburg Housing Development Experience Workshop
A centerpiece activity of the project will be a workshop
with developers who have experience with various housing
types in the City. As suggested by Staff, this would include
developers knowledgeable in neighborhood development
(e.g. Phil Sveum), senior housing development (e.g. Adam
Templer) and multifamily housing rehabilitation (e.g. Kevin
Newhall). Participants would include members of CEDA,
the Housing Advisory Task Force and City Council. We
enthusiastically endorse this approach and suggest the
following steps to make it a successful learning experience
for all:
• Interviews and site tours with each developer, by City
staff and the MSA team
• Collaboration with the selected developers to prepare
a presentation and discussion for a 45-minute period.
We will facilitate the meeting to ensure constructive
conversation that hits all the desired topics.
• A three-hour morning workshop, with 45-minute
segments with each developer and a 20-minute wrapup discussion at the end
• A summary report highlighting lessons learned
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WORK PLAN
General Public
We would also like to set up a public meeting near the end of
the process to share and seek feedback on our findings and
suggested policies and programs. This could be a stand-alone
meeting, or it could be bundled with the Plan Commission
meeting, either as part of the same meeting or as an earlier
meeting on the same day.
We also considered the option of a short online survey of
community residents targeting specific issues or ideas about
which we or the City may want feedback from the general
public midway through the process. We have reserved a small
portion of your original budget that could be used for this
purpose, if desired. This may be something to hold onto as an
option that could be exercised after we report on the initial
findings.

o Affordability analysis
o The Economics of Housing Development in Fitchburg
• Single family/neighborhood
• Senior housing
• Rehabilitation and redevelopment
•

Future Fitchburg Housing Vision
o Preferred mix of unit types
o Preferred mix of price point and affordability
thresholds
o The role of City government in the local housing
market

•

Implementation Toolkit
o Best Practice Findings – Learning From Others
• Wisconsin peers
• National peers
o Funding Tools and Techniques
• External funding sources
• Local funding sources
o Recommended Strategies (funding and regulatory
strategies for each)
• Multi-family rehabilitation
• Senior housing
• Balanced neighborhoods

3. Report Preparation

The plan document will have the following components,
pending further discussion and refinement of this outline
during the planning process.
•

Current Conditions and Trends
o Summary of prior plans and studies
o Current needs and gaps

SCHEDULE
We recommend the following steps and timing. Note that we are showing completion later than stipulated in the RFP. Our review of City
meeting schedules suggests that this is preferable, because the alternative would compress most of the project to be completed before
Christmas.
DATE

TASK

July 31, 2017

Consultant selection

August 14, 2017

Contract execution, project begins

Week of August 14

Staff Kickoff Meeting to review outstanding data needs, identify interview targets and
logistics, and begin preparations for the Housing Development Experience Workshop

September 11-22

Interviews, Housing Task Force Meeting

Week of September 26

Fitchburg Housing Development Experience Workshop

October 20

Submittal of Initial Findings, staff review following week

October 27

CEDA Presentation and Discussion – Initial findings

November 22

Submittal of first full draft, staff review following week

December 8, 2017

CEDA Presentation and Discussion – Toolkit and Implementation Strategies Review

January 16, 2018

Public Presentation and Discussion, Plan Commission Presentation and Discussion

February 13, 2018

Council Presentation, Possible Adoption (alternate presentation date: January 30 COW)

February 20, 2018

Submittal of Final Plan
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PROPOSED FEE STRUCTURE
COST PROPOSAL
TASK

HOURS

COST

Research and Analysis

116

$13,200

Meetings and Stakeholder Input

100

$15,200

Plan Writing, Report Preparation

80

$10,000

Printing
TOTAL

$500
296

$38,900
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REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENT
Marshfield, WI
The City of Marshfield is in an enviable position as a jobs
importer, drawing a large daily working population from the
surrounding region. But while employment has been growing,
the City population has not, and limited new housing is being
built. The City hired MSA to evaluate the housing market,
identify gaps between supply and demand, and propose
strategies to close those gaps.
MSA developed a methodology that examined the community
from demographic, socioeconomic, physical, and economic
perspectives. Data from a variety of sources describing the
housing stock and market were supplemented with interviews
of key individuals familiar with the market and a community
survey to assess opinions about the City’s housing options.
Gaps in the supply of housing were identified, and strategies to
close those gaps proposed.
This project included the compilation and production of a
variety of maps depicting such items as age of residential
structure, number of commercial (rental) units by structure,
property value per square foot of living area, single-family
residential structures by number of stories, and more. MSA
utilized the City’s CAD base parcels in the creation of this
project in conjunction with property description files created
by MSA to create these unique “snapshots” of the community’s
residential fabric.

REFERENCE INFO
Jason Angell, Director of Planning & Economic Development
City of Marshfield
(715) 486-2074
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REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
STRATEGIC HOUSING PLAN
Monona, WI
The City of Monona faced several issues regarding residential
development. The population was aging, housing stock became
increasingly obsolete when compared to new products, school
enrollment was on a downward trajectory as families became
“empty nests” and single-family residences became rental
properties at an alarming rate. Despite having tremendous
locational assets, such as being located on beautiful Lake
Monona, being adjacent to the University of Wisconsin and the
State Capitol, Monona’s leaders were concerned about how
to avoid what could turn into a serious cycle of decline. The
Monona Community Development Authority (CDA) recognized
there were forces at work that would affect the long-term
vitality of the community. As such, they asked MSA to study the
community and assist in the preparation of a Strategic Housing
Plan.

The plan featured a set of 12 strategies to improve the housing
stock and attract residents to live and make home investments
in Monona. The City has been implementing many of these
strategies, including a 0% interest home improvement revolving
loan program (search “Monona CDA”).

MSA developed a comprehensive housing assessment
methodology that examined the community and its housing
stock from demographic, socioeconomic, physical and economic
perspectives. MSA obtained property assessment data and
combined it with an electronic parcel map utilizing a geographic
information system (GIS). This tool facilitated a number of
analyses including a review of age, condition, size of living
area, assessed value, value per square foot of livable area, etc.
MSA also collected and analyzed data on building permits and
building code violations to help identify any patterns within the
community.
Our team designed and implemented a resident survey that
asked a wide variety of questions, including a number of “stated
preference” queries to help the City understand what future
patterns of investment (or disinvestment) would look like in
the years ahead. The extensive data collection/analysis efforts
provided direct inputs to a Strategic Leadership Workshop. This
event gathered members of the City Council and CDA, along
with representatives from the Plan Commission, Committee on
Family Attraction, Retention and City Promotion, and senior City
Staff to exchange views and help develop the Strategic Housing
Plan. The workshop provided the opportunity for community
leaders to set a community housing agenda in a wide range of
policy areas.
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REFERENCE INFO
Sonja Reichertz
City Planner and Economic
Development Director
(608) 222-2525

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
ANALYSIS OF IMPEDIMENTS
TO FAIR HOUSING CHOICE
Superior, Madison, La Crosse, Beloit and Oshkosh, WI
Entitlement communities under the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development’s Community Development Block Grant
Program are required to complete the Analysis of Impediments
(AIs) to Fair Housing Choice report as part of their eligibility
certification process. These cities selected MSA to complete this
study.
MSA proposed a scope of services in accordance with HUD’s Fair
Housing Guide that included an extensive review of the local
housing stock. The AIs involved:
• A comprehensive review of the City’s laws, regulations and
administrative policies, procedures and practices.
• An assessment of how those laws, etc. affect the location,
availability and accessibility of housing.
• An assessment of the housing stock conditions and housing
market and the effect of those conditions on fair housing
choice for all protected classes.
• An assessment of the availability of affordable, accessible
housing in a range of unit sizes.

MSA utilized a variety of techniques, including focus groups and
stakeholder interviews, surveys, and the review of secondary
data sources to collect and process contextual information.
The results are a robust framework of data, conveyed in tables,
graphs and maps, to identify and explain local conditions.
The resulting AIs identified impediments to fair housing
choice and proposed actions to resolve those impediments.
Impediment categories included administrative, regulatory,
financial/affordability, discriminatory, quality and spatial. Each
city is implementing these recommendations through their
housing and equal opportunities programs.
REFERENCE INFO
Jason Serck, Planning and Port Director
City of Superior
(715) 395-7335
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REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
HOUSING STUDY
Arcadia, WI
The City of Arcadia is home to several large employers including Ashley Furniture
and Gold’n Plump Poultry. The City boasts a workforce of more than 5,000 people,
but has a population fewer than 2,500 residents. The development of housing within
the City has lagged significantly behind the employment opportunities. Recognizing
this discrepancy, and seeking recommendations to resolve the supply and demand
mismatch, the City solicited the assistance of MSA to prepare a housing study.

REFERENCE INFO
John Kimmel, Mayor
City of Arcadia
(608) 323-3470
cityofarcadia@gmail.com

Our study explored the following questions:
• Why is the residential population of the City substantially smaller than the
workforce population?
• What are the social and regulatory impediments to establishing an adequate supply of housing within the City?
• What are the City’s housing goals, and what policies and actions can be implemented to assuage housing shortage within
the City?
MSA conducted an intensive series of personal interviews with local key stakeholders. This data was coupled with rigorous secondary
data analyses.
The process uncovered four intertwined, yet separate, challenges: the City needs more housing units, but the supply of land is limited;
new housing must be harmonious with the existing small town character of the City; a reasonable portion of the housing supply must
be affordable to the local workforce; and the local workforce must view Arcadia as a desirable place to live.
To meet these challenges, MSA offered a series of specific policy recommendations and implementation strategies organized into four
main categories:
• Provide more housing through smart land use planning.
• Encourage design that reinforces community character.
• Continue to provide workforce housing.
• Make Arcadia a desirable place to live.
By utilizing a variety of data collection methods, including secondary data research and targeted interviews with local leaders and
employers, MSA was able to develop specific, operative strategies and implementation steps. The results of the Housing Study were
incorporated into the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
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REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
WEST BROADWAY (2016-PRESENT)
Mirus Parners, Inc. | Movin’Out, Madison, WI
Purpose: Urban Assets was hired to assist Mirus Parners Inc.
with the neighborhood and city approvals for a new affordable
housing development in partnership with Movin’ Out, which
provides affordable housing solutions for people with disabilities.
Key Services: Government Approvals, Community Engagement,
Project Management
Outcomes: Urban Assets, facing robust community interest,
worked to ensure the development was approved by the City
of Madison Plan Commission and will continue to collect
neighborhood input on architecture and design prior to the final
Urban Design Commission approval. The proposed project will
include 48 new one-, two- and three-bedroom apartments and
2,800 square feet of commercial space on the ground floor

8TWENTY PARK AFFORDABLE HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT (2015-2016)
J.T. Klein Company | Madison, WI
Purpose: Urban Assets was hired to assist developer J.T. Klein
Company with the neighborhood and city approvals for a new
affordable housing development near downtown Madison.
Key Services: Government Approvals, Stakeholder Engagement,
Project Management
Outcomes: Urban Assets successfully guided 8Twenty Park
through the City of Madison’s approvals process to become the
first affordable housing development planned for downtown
Madison since 2012. The development, currently under
construction, will include 95 units of housing, 80 percent of
which will be affordable. It will leverage existing transit and
health care services in the immediate neighborhood, and allow
residents to live within walking distance of a variety of recreation
and grocery options along one of Madison’s top corridors.
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REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
UNCOMMON MADISON DEVELOPMENT
(2014-2015)
CA Ventures | Madison, WI
Purpose: Urban Assets assisted Chicago-based developer CA Ventures in navigating Madison’s city approval process. Urban Assets
managed neighborhood relations and approvals, including staffing and facilitating a neighborhood-based steering committee. The firm
managed Alder relations and communications, facilitated meetings and communications with city staff, submitted applications for city
commission approvals, and provided overall project management.
Key Services: Government Approvals, Stakeholder Engagement, Project Management, Community Engagement
Outcomes: Urban Assets successfully guided the Uncommon Madison development through the City of Madison’s approvals process.
The project, completed in 2016, consists of a 257,000-square-foot, 192-unit, 360-bed building of varying heights (four, eight, and 10
stories) and will include indoor bicycle parking, exercise facilities, rooftop terraces, and a coffee shop, among other amenities.
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SAMPLE WORK PRODUCT
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SAMPLE WORK PRODUCT
As requested in the RFP we have included, with our submittal, a sample work product for our recently-completed Housing Study for
the City of Stevens Point.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
MSA does not currently represent or is under contract with any developers that we know to be doing work in the City of Fitchburg.
One developer with history in Fitchburg with whom we have current work in other communities is Livesey Company, though we are
not aware that they have any current projects in Fitchburg.
Urban Assets, LLC does have a business relationship with the Glinert Family, which owns two parcels of vacant land on Kapec Road
and has expressed interest in developing these parcels with multifamily housing. We do not anticipate a conflict because we do not
expect the Glinerts to be involved in the process, nor do we expect to be making recommendations specific to certain sites or projects.
However, we welcome discussion about this relationship and will work with you to avoid any conflict or appearance of conflict.
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